
Describe at least two institutional best practices 

Upload details of two best practices successfully implemented by the  

institution as per NAAC format  in your institution website, provide the link  

 

Mention two practices  

During the year 2016-17 our institute has carried out two important activities. One is focused 

on sex education and other is on environmental protection. These activities reflect our 

decentralization of power as well as participative management.  

 

                                                      Activity No. 01 

                          Topic - Sex Education (Marathi Version – Vayat Yetana) 

Date:- 02/02/2017 

No of Participants:- 122 

Objectives:-  

To prepare the participant for basic Sex Educative.  

Construct bridge for girl security.  

To create awareness in community.  

Context:-  

In day to day life most of the family faced the issue of girl’s security. It is because most of 

the basic but very important and essential questions are not responded by parents. Many time 

some social media also spread wrong and harmful information which attracts the adolescent 

girls. So today it becomes the serious issues. Our institution prepared the long term plan for 

implement this activity.  

Practice:-  

 Through out every year we organized gender related program in series. We prepared 

the training schedule and also form groups with equal representation of every class. Through 

this training we provide basic information of sex education. We also give enough opportunity 

for express their views and doubts. We decided to continue this training for upcoming year. 

We use this training at community level through field work students.  is continue process for 

year we also apply it in our field work. Apart from this we conducted elocution, seminars, 

surveys and sessions on women related issues.  

Outcomes:-  

To make participant prepared for talking on sex education.  

Every participant uses this training in field work so those communities also get proper 

information.  

Provide technical information to participant and community regarding sex education and 

girls’ security.  

 

 

Activity No. 02 

Tree Plantation and Conservation 

Date:-02/07/2016 

No of Participant:- 65 

Objectives:-  

To sensitize the student about environment protection.  

Create self evaluation awareness regarding environment.  

Introduced basic concept of environment and importance of tree plantation.  

Context:-  

 Today environmental pollution has became the challenging task for every country. It 

is because of everyone trying to exploit it as per their own need. Every country faces this 



issue and work for environment protection. The youth’s Contribution played a vital role in 

environment protection. So our institution has decided to organizevarious program on 

environment protection.  

 

Practice:-    

 We have established dept. of environment in our institution. Under this department 

we regularly involved our student in various activities which are focused on environment. 

Some of these activities are tree plantation, Community awareness program, environment 

protection tour, we also have spread out message on environment regularly through street 

play demonstration in community . For constructive work we have signed   MOU with 

‘Nisarg Seva Samiti’. Our student regularly involve with said Samiti for the purpose of 

environment protection.  

 

 Outcomes:- 

1. Student understood sense of responsibility. 

2. They became sensitive about environment issues.   

3.Assured the youth contribution towards environmental protection.  

4.Prepare youth for all over awareness of environmental protection.  

 
 


